Dear colleagues,

On behalf of the scientific committee, I am very pleased to invite you to participate to the MSNOWS’18 (Magnetic Single Nano-Object Workshop & School) conference which will be held in Nancy (France) [http://en.nancy-tourisme.fr/home/](http://en.nancy-tourisme.fr/home/) from September 25th to September 27th 2018 in the Salle d’honneur du Rectorat.

The aim of this workshop is to gather the scientific and engineering communities on the fast growing field of **Manipulation of spin and Magnetization at the nanometer scale** and its applications.

**Abstract submission** is due June 1st 2018. The procedure:

1. Use our [template](#)
2. Send your abstract to: aurore.emonot@univ-lorraine.fr before June 1st 2018
3. The notification of acceptance (for poster and abstract) will be sent via e-mail July 1st 2018

**Registration Procedure**

Registration will be open in a few weeks. The full cost, including lunch, coffee breaks, the conference dinner and the lectures book, is 500 euros per participant and 300 euros per student before September, 1st, 2018, up to 600 euros per participant and 400 euros per student after this date.

**Contact & Information**

aurore.emonot@univ-lorraine.fr

**List of invited speaker ( * when confirmed )**

- Christian BACK (Germany) *
- Matias BARGHEER (Germany)
- Agnes BARTHELEMY (France)
- Geoffrey BEACH (USA) *
- Stefan BLUEGEL (Germany)
- Albert FERT (France) *
- Giovanni FINOCCHIO (Italy)
- Peter FISCHER (USA) *
- Eric FULLERTON (USA) *
- Julie GROLLIER (France)
- Xiufen HAN (China)
- Burkard HILLEBRANDS (Germany) *
- Axel HOFMAN (USA) *
- Xiaofeng JIN (China) *
- Andrew KENT (USA) *
- Reinoud LAVRIJSEN (Netherland) *
- Vitaliy LOMAKIN (USA)
- Andreas MICHELS (Luxembourg) *
- Peter OPPENEER (Sweden)
- Ozatay OZHAN (Turkey) *
- Thomas PEZRIL (France) *
- Stefania PIZINI (France) *
- Damien QUERLIOZ (France) *
- Theo RASING (Netherland) *
- Dafiné RAVELOSONA (France) *
- Nicolas ROUGEMAILLE (France) *
- Jonathan SUN (USA) *
- Luc THOMAS (USA) *
- Suzanne te VELTHUIS (USA)
- Weisheng ZHAO (China) *

We look forward to seeing you in Nancy

Best regards

Stéphane Mangin